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OBJECTIVE
Seeks to maximize total return through research driven security selection while managing downside risk through careful portfolio construction

HIGHLIGHTS
- Portfolio guidelines are broad, offering significant investment flexibility
- Significant allocations to non-US dollar and emerging markets debt securities are permitted
- Bottom-up investment evaluation drives portfolio investments and resulting sector allocation
- Security selection is a primary driver of performance: other sources of excess return consist of sector allocation, country/currency management and yield curve/duration positioning
- Typical portfolio: 125 to 175 issuers
- Non-government issuer maximum of 5% (GSEs excluded)
- Industry maximum: 25%
- Securities rated below BBB- are limited to 20% to 50% of the portfolio

BENCHMARK
Bloomberg Barclays US Government/Credit Index

The composite includes out-of-benchmark allocations to sectors or investments that evolve over time.

Loomis, Sayles & Company, L.P. (“Loomis Sayles”) is an independent advisory firm registered under the Investment Advisors Act of 1940. For additional information on this and other Loomis Sayles strategies, please visit our website at www.loomissayles.com.

Performance data shown represents past performance and is no guarantee of future results. Current performance may be lower or higher than quoted. Returns are shown in US dollars and are annualized for one and multi-year periods. Gross returns are net of trading costs. Net returns are gross returns less effective management fees.

There is no guarantee that the investment objective will be realized or that the strategy will generate positive or excess return. Average Yield is Yield to Effective Maturity. Duration and Maturity for equity securities are deemed to be zero.

For Institutional Use Only. Not For Further Distribution.
KEY RISKS


Due to rounding, Sector, Currency, Country, Credit Quality, Duration and Maturity distribution totals may not equal 100%. This portfolio is actively managed and characteristics are subject to change. Credit Quality reflects the highest credit rating assigned to individual holdings of the composite among Moody’s, S&P or Fitch; ratings are subject to change. Cash & Equivalents may include unsettled trades, fees and/or derivatives. ABS/RMBS: Asset-Backed Securities/Residential Mortgage-Backed Securities. Agency MBS: Agency Mortgage-Backed Securities. CMBS: Commercial Mortgage-Backed Securities. Emerging Markets Debt in the sector distribution is defined as US dollar denominated, non-investment grade bonds, which are from a country on the firm approved Emerging Markets list based on Bloomberg Barclays Emerging Markets Ex-Aggregate Index.

The Multisector Full Discretion Composite includes all discretionary separate accounts with market values greater than $5 million managed by Loomis Sayles with the objective of maximizing total return through individual security selection with a 50% limit in high yield securities and use of out-of-benchmark sectors including but not limited to non-US dollar denominated debt, emerging market debt, convertibles, securitized debt and bank loans. Yield curve and duration management provide additional tactical tools for the portfolio management team with strategic allocation to higher yielding credit sensitive sectors employing Loomis Sayles security level research and significant allocation to non-index sectors as primary sources of alpha. Tracking error is not explicitly targeted for this product, however, historically these portfolios have exhibited annualized tracking error of approximately 700-900 basis points. The Composite was created in 2003. For additional information on this and other Loomis Sayles strategies, please visit our website at www.loomissayles.com.